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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR 1993-4
SOAG has again suffered the loss of two members - Mary Wilkie and Bernard Levy - both
over 80. We particularly miss Bernard, who has been with us since 1971, and who was not
only very knowledgeable, but was a most active and cheerful SOAG member.
We welcomed 20 new SOAG members, and hope you will all try to recruit your friends and
neighbours - the more members we have, the less subs ¡Leed to rise. Our numbers have
dropped to 125: so please - new members are needed.

This coming year brings our Silver Jubilee for which we are planning a celebration during the
weekend of21122 May, so would welcome suggestions, and help.
We need a logo to be up-to-date, and after receiving a few tentative ideas, we decided to
draw you all in with a competition for a logo design at this meeting
This year, we changed our venue to the Free Church Hall at Goring; it is not quite as roomy,
but otherwise is most satisfactory, and is drawing more members from the Goring area.

Fieldwork and other activities
We worked on 28 days from March onwards at Trench 3, Gravel Field, Gatehampton, and
have a Roman ditch therein. We are also studying the surrounding area and collecting all the
information we can about it - walking the fields, finding out their names, and looking for signs
ofthe old village. We shall continue this work as weather permits.

Some trial trenches in a field near Goring Church were examined and sections drawn, as they
may be in the area of the old priory. They contained quite an amount of charcoal, and some
Post-Medieval pottery and tiles.

Fieldwalks were also linked to GatehamptonlGoring when visits were made to Mr Michael
Reade and Col. Dan Read of Ipsden about a dig found not far from the site. This led to a
fleidwalk on 16 October with Mr M. Reade, to show us an area ofhis woods. We ended up in
Garsons Farm, where SOAG members Trudy and Richard Jackson offered us hospitality and
showed their timbered farmhouse.
Our latest walk was on 19 February to monitor the very large ditch at Combe End Farm for
the National Trust, to whom the farm belongs. There will be further monitoring jobs in
the friture.
One member was invited to spend a day digging at Abingdon, again.

Meeti rigs
We started our year in April with SOAG member Pat Preece giving one of her 'Wood' talks,
on 'Men of the Woods'. In May our speaker did not arrive, but SOAG members are
resourceful, and Jenny Adcock produced from her bag a fascinating video about the Andes
showing some wonderful scenery and animals. In September Paul Booth (OAU) gave an
excellent lecture on Roman pottery, followed by Bob Chapman of Reading University in
October, warming us up with an account of his dig in south-east Spain. Thanks to our
Chairman, we were able to get Brian Kerr who came from Portsmouth to show us the history
ofthe Round Tower at Windsor, and in December we heard Mark Roberts (OAU) talk on the
Wallingford bypass dig. The Members' Evening in February was well attended; members
brought various artefacts to be passed around and discussed. Margaret Owen showed a
display of photographs of Hadrian's Wall with interesting carvings, and Janet Sharpe showed
some pleasing slides ofRoman Britain and some fine Roman glass.
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Visits and outings
Our main outings were iii June, when we went to Basing Castle where wewere fortunate
enough to find there was a display ofRoman drill by the Second Augusta Legion. There were
also many tents and displays around the field. Our second outing was in July when we
travelled to Wiltshire to see the Crofton Beam Engine working. This was intensely interesting
and we explored it thoroughly. We then went on to Wilton Windmill (restored by SOAG
member, David Nicholls) and explored the inside.

Our August evening meeting was arranged with the Wallingford Group, TWAS, and the
Deweys took us round their home town ofWallingford and showed us interesting things that
one does not usually notice.
There were other visits: in May, an invitation to Swindon to discuss the use of aerial photos;
in July, a visit to Hughendon Manor, arranged by the National Trust to ask archaeological
groups and volunteers to monitor the NT sites; the visits to M. Reade and Col. D. Read about
the ring John Webb found at Goring; and the evening fleidwalk.
The Goring Historical Society invited the President to a preview of their Exhibition in
October and on the 10th six SOAG members attended. From this we gained new members;
we have an excellent relationship with the tHistoricals'.
The CBA9 Spring Meeting was held at Kingshil! Village Hall, Bucks on 16 April 1994 with
six SOAG members attending. We had coffee and convened at IO am. Roy Friendship-Taylor
introduced John Steane, who spoke about the service area and basement of Chastleton
House, now acquired by the National Trust. It is still much the same as when it was built
about 1609, with the addition ofartefacts used in Victorian days. We 'toured'(on slides), the
kitchens, dairy, brewing room and cellars, the complete servants' quarters, working areas and
courtyard, with artefacts lying around as they had been for years.
Paul Woodfield explained how buildings became listed and defined the different types and
grades of listing. The first inspector was Genera! Pitt-Rivers in 1882. There were only
20 buildings listed by World War II and now there are 500,000 - excluding Church of
England churches which list themselves.

After an excellent light lunch we returned to hear Brian Gillins, a surveyor, who showed that
many of the buildings at Milton Keynes, and other houses, are not what they seem frontages
with modern backs, 'moderni houses with hidden crucks (one must look inside at roofs),
fireplaces, doors and windows. Some surprising houses are listed, including modern ones.
Continuing on the 'building' theme, Mr Peter Jarvis talked about drystone walling, ranging
from Wayland's Smithy to a modern railway viaduct in north Wales. They are all built in the
same way - 2 over I and I over 2 headers make it hard to pull down the walls. Cyn then gave
her report on our year's work in the field (Gatehampton) followed by Ray Friendship-Taylor
on the Roman villa at Piddington, showing some interesting rooffinials.

Mer

refreshments we reassembled to hear Stanley Couvain tell us the story of Penn Mill,
High Wycombe, demolished without record and rebuilt quite differently in wood; he also
showed the excavation of the foundations. David Warren of the Manshead Society, talked
about the Roman building at Bidwell where the front subsided and the building was burnt.
Andy Pike then thanked us all and about 16.45 we dispersed.
The CBA9 Autumn Conference was held at Wallingford this year, with 10 SOAG members
present. We heard a talk on the organisation of the CBA and, after coffee, the business
meeting was held as usual.

k]

The Goldsmith clay pipe assemblage.
As this was now published in the Bulletin we returned the pipes to the Goldsmiths and
presented them with a copy ofthe Bulletin which was greatly appreciated.

Indoor Meetings
These were held at Cyn's; we decided we must tidy up our archives and Jenny Adcock very
kindly gave us a two drawer filing cabinet. We had two meetings, one to decide what to do
and another to sort it all out and get it done. This has proved a most satisfactory and
time-saving arrangement.

We also held two pot-washing sessions, with our youngest SOAG member, Rachel, washing
the pots while we processed them. These were from the Gatehampton dig.

The Party
The annual party was held at the Oratory School as usual, with 40 SOAG members
present. The competition, arranged by Pat Preece, Mary Kift and Marion Fallowfield, was
won by Gareth Thomas and Margaret Westwood, who tied. Rachel Sharpe ran the raffle and
Bob Hitchman, the bar. Pat Preece explained the need for an improved wordprocessor to help
with the Bulletin and an appeal was launched.
The President thanked everyone for their help in making the evening so enjoyable

Publications
After a fearsome struggle we produced the Bulletin for 1992 and have started collecting
articles for 1993. The difficulty has been in obtaining a nicely printed master copy which can
be duplicated.
This process has been laborious and time-consuming as extra copy editing is required, we
therefore thought that a new SOAG wordprocessor would be the answer.

However, SOAG Angela Bolton has kindly offered to type the next Bulletin on her
wordprocessor which can produce a better type face and choice ofdifferent fonts.
In the meantime, the editor has received information that her machine can be improved and
updated, and SOAG will be spending about £90 from the Wordprocessor Fund to purchase
the new software for this.
So it should be possible to produce ftiture Bulletins without the lengthy delay of 'translating
the disk'. Money left over from the WP fund will go towards WP maintenance, new
cartridges, etc and will help with the actual printing costs. The Bulletin now costs £3 a copy
just to print, and that is after all the WP work. Angela has already produced some pleasing
new-look Messengers, so now we have hopes of keeping up our high standards which Janet
has worked so hard to implant.

Committee
It is very helpful to have a Chairman to ease my duties at Committees, and I would like to
thank David Miles for conducting the meetings so ably and so lightening my load.

We have an excellent Committee, with ideas, and the meetings are lively and productive.
We are sorry to lose Richard Murray (pressure ofbusiness) and also Mike Fulton (our helper
with the Bulletin) and thank them both for their help, together with the other members of the
Committee, and the officers.

As we

will

still have ten Committee members, we feel this is sufficient for the work

the Group.

of

We are also extremely grateful to Colin Hogbin for taking on the arrangements for outings,
and for the drinks at the party, all of which he organised most competently. Finally a big
thank you to Janet and Graham Sharpe for the loan of their room and the supplies of coffee
and biscuits. Herets to our next 25 years!

Cynthia Graham Kerr

PRESIDENT'S REPORT 1994/5
This was the year ofour 25th Anniversary, our Silver Jubilee was on 21 May. When I started
SOAG with 12 friends in my sitting room, I did not expect it to last longer than a year or two
and I can hardly believe we are now 25 years on and still flourishing.

We asked all the members what they would like to do to celebrate and after considering
several ideas we decided to go to Silchester as the second Augusta Legion were to give a
display ofdrill in the amphitheatre. There would be tents, with 'Romans' demonstrating crafts,
cookery, weaving, metalwork and other activities in the field. Also the church was open
for inspection.
Alas, being archaeologists, we were doomed to a day of mud and rain, but the Roman
soldiers, in frill uniform, drilled nobly in the puddly amphitheatre and we all came prepared
and enjoyed a fun day, in spite ofthe rain.

We also launched our new logo - the complete Roman pot excavated by Adam on the
Abingdon site. An enlarged version of it decorates our jade green T-shirts (another new
venture) which proved so popular that we also have sweatshirts as well, with a smaller logo
on them. We have also used it on notepaper, programmes and the Messenger.

Fieldwork: The Dig
We are continuing to research our dig at Gatehampton. 13 SOAG members worked there
on 13 days last year. We have extended the trench and the exciting finds included a Roman
ring with its stone and the top of an unknown flagon, which aroused much interest at the
Unit. We also had a clear dog's paw mark on an imbrex tile, together with nails and possibly a
cat's pawmarks too. The rain in the autumn prevented us from working as often as we would
have liked, but we did have a Christmas dig on 28 December.

Monitoring for the National Trust
Following a meeting at Hughenden Manor, Bucks, which was attended by four SOAG
members, we took on the job of monitoring certain sites for the National Trust. Our first site
was the huge ditch on Woodway, at Coombe End Farm. Next, we went to Basildon Park,
which needed four visits to complete. We are now waiting for the floods to subside so that
we can visit Pangbourne meadow, but meanwhile we have already completed about ten sites
at Greys Court and two more visits are planned.

Tile Washing
This is carried out in my garden in fine weather. We squirt the tiles with the hose and give
them a final scrub in bowls using toothbrushes. They are then dried, sorted, weighed and
bagged up. The last washing session was a big job - taking nine sessions with about five
SOAG members working at each session with a total of nine members and four visitors
being involved.
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The Buscombe Trial-holes
dug in a field near the
Two members recorded the soit and sections in some tree holes being buildings in them.
priory
ofthe
no
signs
were
site ofthe priory ofGoring Church, but there

Outside Meetings
Post-Medieval Society
and hear about
Two members attended the Surrey branch of thé PMS at Guildford to see
and glass-ware
pot
of
kg
the Tun Inn assemb1ge. This was a remarkable collection of 184
display on a
excellent
an
from a pit 70m square under the floor of the Tun Inn. There was
pipkins
glaze)
(green
table ofPost Medieval glasses, jugs, tankards and beakers, chamberpots
arid other items. We saw more in the museum, after lunch.
saw a
The Director told us how they were given an hOur by the builders to dig it (a memberout, to
flat
going
hours,
bit of Post Medieval pottery in the skip!) - but it actually took six
many types of
complete the dig. There was some magnificent early glass, butchered bones and
heard reports
and
pottery; they estimated the date to be early 1600s. We also saw slides
ofseveral digs such as the Courtyard House ofLittle Pickle.

Field Trips
reported
The visits to Letcombe Bassett on 17 July and to Ewelme on 17 August, are thily
elsewhere in this journal.

The White Horse
inspected. It
A briefvisit was made by two members to the White House dig and the trenches
is hoped to have a talk on this later this year.

Meetings
We started on 13 April with Brian Boulter showing us the industrial archaeology of paper
making. 21 May was our Silver Jubilee, spent damply at Silchester; the June visit to Singleton
had to be cancelled through lack of support -, for the first time! On 17 August we spent a
delightful evening at Ewelme, with Mr Cannon showing us many interesting things. Tim Allen
was in top form as usual, talking on our Iron Age local settlements on 14 September followed
on 12 October by Dawreen Williamson, who lives near the Maharajahs Well and gave us its
history. Susan Risk came on 16 November to tell us what to put in reports on local flint
scatters. Our Caversham three, Manan, Pat and Mary, gave a delightful talk on looking at the
landscape on 7 December - full of information and interest. The party was held on 7 January
as usual, and not as usual, poorly
( see below) and 15 February was Members Evening
save time at the AGM and a few
to
length
at
discussed
attended. The constitution was
amendments were suggested.

TheParty

.

The black and gold room at the Oratory looked a little different this time. More chairs - the
display in the centre and the competition, organised by Dennis Warren, pinned up around
the walls. It was won by Janet Sharpe. There was also music, in the background, another
departure. The log fire and luscious food were as good as ever and the bar ably managed by
Bob and Ann Hitchman.

Numbers were down slightly - the usual toll ofillness and misfortune - Manan had a fall and
hurt her back - we all missed her greatly. Rachel Sharpe made £26 on the raffle and our
grateful thanks go to Sydney Wybrow for ordering the wine.

Thank you all for bringing such splendid food and supporting us and notleast our thanks to
the Oratory for loaning us the room and all the chairs and cutlery. We have sent a gift and
letter of thanks.
We missed our oldest SOAG, Margaret Whitney, and thought she must be dead this past
year - but she suddenly surfaced at Christmas and has rejoined SOAG!!

would like to thank Ann Hitchman for her excellent and efficient running of the SOAG
library - it involves a lot of work and also Colin Hogbin for his continued help in organising
the outings. I would also like to thank Mike Fulton for all the extra help he has given me with
this bulletin.
J

Finally, may I thank my long-suffering committee and the Chairman, for helping to spread the
load and for keeping SOAG ticking over. As one or two find they must resign we would like
to welcome and adopt some new members for the Committee (under Elections)
And a thought to take away with you. Consider everyone you meet as a possible SOAG. All
you have to do is ask if they are interested in archaeology - if they aren't - talk about the
weather - if they are - grab them! We need more members to justify less subs than other
groups. Wejust need more members ........
!
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Cynthia Graham-Kerr
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THE LOGO AND THE T-SHIRT
As this is our 25th anniversary year, we decided that we must update ourselves, and acquire a
new logo. For a long time we have asked for ideas, held a competition, and eventually
something came out of the hat.

We felt we should have some object that one ofus had actually found. One ofour best finds
was the Roman pot which Adam excavated from a well at the dig at Abingdon, where a
number ofus were working a few years back. We were told that it is quite unusual to find and
excavate a pot complete and unscathed.

Here was something of the Roman period (our present project) and of an interesting shape which takes our acronym SOAG nicely, across its centre. After a further suggestion, Angela
added our ful name round the top, like a halo, using her wordprocessor to print it.

Now we could have a T-shirt. After some enquiries we discovered Cavaliers in Reading who
produced a good quality T-shirts in a gorgeous jade colour. They do not charge for the
'screen', as a direct printing process is used.
Cyn daringly ordered 25, taking the last five to the French dig with her; they were all sold on
the first day, before lunch. More will be ordered, so let Cyn know if you want one - three
sizes, all at £8, which the French thought wonderfully good value.

We wore them on our Ridgeway bus-ride, and very useful it was when picking up SOAG
members at the various stops. The colour is very becoming and suits both men and women.
These will be a very useful adjunct to our recruiting programme, as well as being excellent to
wear digging or fleidwalking.

OUTSIDE MEETINGS
National library of aerial photography
A discussion was arranged by BMIRB International at Aiexander House, Swindon, on 24 May
at 6 pm to obtain opinions of anyone who uses aerial photographs. Two members of SOAG

were invited to attend.
We found ourselves as representatives of archaeology, along with engineers, architects, town
planners, conservationists and advertisers using exhibitions and brochures.
They wanted to know how we used aerial photography, where we looked for them, and about
costing and supply. A lively discussion made a most interesting evening which was rounded
offwith light refreshment and time to socialise.

National Trust monitoring of sites
July three SOAG members attended a National Trust meeting at Hughendon Manor for
archaeologists and others to arrange a system of monitoring their sites in our own locations.
We were welcomed by Angus Wainwright, who was running the conference, which was held
in an upper room of the manor. The Conference finished with a visit to a nearby site and a
buffet luncheon in the gardens.
On
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Council ofBritish Archaeology - 9.Auturnn Meeting
The Autumn meeting of CBA9 was held at Tottenhoe, Beds on 29 October, 1994 with six
SOAG members attending. The meeting opened at 10.30 with an excellent talk by John Bailey
on timbered Medieval houses in Bedfordshire, with slides showing crown posts, crucks and
the various joints, braces and joists in roofs. Long Crendon Manor was an amazing jungle of
many types ofjointing. We had a five minute break for questions, then reassembled for the
AGM chaired by Roy Friendship-Taylor; reports were given by the Secretary and Treasurer
ofCBA and we all made suggestions.
We reassembled at I 3 i 5 for a tour of the church and looked across the road to a field with a
Roman Villa site. We then went by car to Tottenhoe Castle with a Norman Motte and Bailey.
It was an extremely muddy walk and after a breather in the sheltered outer Bailey, we climbed
over the banks to the Motte to a wonderful view. Our leader, David Warren, pointed out
below us chalk quarries, the Tottenhoe stone caves and mines and the wall called Moneypot.
.

We returned by hundreds of steps to the road. We stopped at Chinnor on the way home to
see the Edward IV Medieval tile, which Cyn wrote up for the SMA journal, then we diverted
homeward through Ewelme to miss the traffic.

FIELDWORK

Work at Eynsham
Eynsham has been the centre for several projects undertaken by the OAU. The stratigraphic
sequence at Eynsham Abbey began with a substantial Bronze Age enclosure, followed by a
Saxon settlement and the abbey itself which was founded in 1005 and rebuilt in I 109. The
excavations included the great cloister, a lavatorium, the frater and the kitchen with two
massive cellars. Excavations of a gravel 'island' at Mead Lane revealed a Late Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age settlement dated c. BC 800, possibly including ditched and hedged field
boundaries. Contemporary gullies were found at Wharf Farm to the west of Mead Lane,
together with Post-Medieval farm tracks or hollow ways still existing as earthworks.

Anglo-Saxon Abingdon
An assessment and excavation ofa site at Audlett Drive on the eastern edge ofAbingdon was
undertaken by the OAU in 1991, prior to development. Some Roman coins and a penannular
brooch were found, but the site was dominated by a number of sunken featured buildings
representing an Early Saxon settlement. Evidence of weaving was provided by ceramic and
lead loom weights and antler spindle-whorls. The site was then apparently abandoned for
some three centuries before a major Late Saxon linear boundary was constructed in the late
10th and early ith centuries with smaller boundaries perhaps outlining strip fields. The
results of the excavation are reported in Oxoniensia 57 (1992): 55-79. Other sites in the
Abingdon area, investigated by the Abingdon Archaeological and Historical Society, are
described in South Midlands Archaeology 22 (1992): 63-73, and include an Iron Age round
house at Thrupp.

The Woodcote Reservoir
The surrounds of the new reservoir at Woodcote were fieldwalked by SOAG members, and
SOAG Mike Fulton - wearing his Parish Councillors hat - was present when the plaque for
the opening of the old reservoir in 1906 was handed over for safe keeping. Some years ago
this plaque was included in an article in the Bulletin on 'Oddities of Oxfordshir& and we are
glad it has been preserved.

Monitoring for the National Trust
We have had several interesting days monitoring selected sites at Basildon Park and Greys
Court. These fleldwalks proved popular so thejob is almost complete - until the next round.
We fill in forms, one for each site, as to its condition and these are returned to the National
Trust at Hughenden Manor. All sorts of interesting items were found, such as a viewing
platform, pillow mound, icehouse, ha-ha, walls needing repair, elusive causeways and banks,
lynchets and a vanished lodge (ahi - how did we see that?). This is an annualjob for SOAG.
A PREHISTORIC POTTERY COURSE

Cynthia Graham-Kerr
This was held at Rewley House, Oxford on 19-20 November 1994, our tutor was Alex
Ginson. We started with a large selection ofBronze Age pots borrowed from the Ashmolean
Museum, which we were allowed to handle and pick up! Alex explained the decor and types,
including Hembury Ware, Windmill Hill, Essex, Abingdon and Mildenhall. The later Neolithic
impressed wares were profùsely decorated, all sorts of items being used such as sticks,
fingers, nails, carved reeds and bone-ends. This was followed by Grooved Ware, Durringham
Walls and Clacton Ware with its moulded rims and collared urns.

He explained how to make pots: the clay must not be too wet, have inclusions for strength
and could be fired in different ways.

We were next taken round the Ashmolean Museum, to see examples of these various pots
and beakers.

Returning to Rewley House, we put on overalls and made pots of grey clay and also from
samples of clay we had brought from home. Sunday morning saw us making a bonfire in
Christchurch field and I helped Alex to make the platform across the fire upon which we set
the pots, now biscuit-dry, to be fired. The wind blew hard which helped the two fires; a
number of ill-made pots exploded, but my three were fine and I now have three genuine,
forged, prehistoric pots at home!

VISIT TO EWELME
Denis Warren
With clearing skies heralding a fine evening, 28 SOAG members gathered outside the old
school on 17 August, 1994, awaiting the appearance of our guide, Mr Cannon, the retired
headmaster of the school. The word ewelme comes from the old Anglo-Saxon and roughly
translated means 'the place where water seeps out ofthe ground - a reference to the very high
water-table in the district. Such a phenomenon must have been known for a very long time
because across the road, on Foxley Farm, extensive crop marks have been found indicating
the former existence ofan Iron Age settlement.

Moving on up the path towards the church, we passed through an ornamental archway built
in the 15th century. An almost identical gateway had been built in Bruges at or about the
same time. This provides credence to the theory that all of the Ewelme building work of that
date was carried out by, or under the direction of, Flemish workmen. It was these buildings
which were going to be the main focus ofour visit.
It all started through Alice, the granddaughter ofGeoffrey Chaucer ofCanterbury Tales fame,
who married William de la Pole, the Duke of Suffolk. Ewelme Manor was one of their
estates. In 1432 the Countess ordered, and paid for, the construction of the Church together
with 13 Almshouses and a School.
In 1475 she died and was laid to rest in a splendid canopied tomb which is situated in the
church between the main altar and St. John's Chapel. Made of alabaster with flamboyant
carvings and gilding, the tomb stands upon a tracered base containing a half shrouded
corpse - the Memento Mori. The ornate roof timbers of the Chapel are decorated with many
wooden angels which are reputed to be some of the oldest in the country. There is also a
Chaucer monument dating back to 1434 and several good 15th and 16th century brasses. The
font is also of Alice's time and is capped by an elaborately carved wooden cover 3.2m in
height. The font was presented to the church by Alice's son John in her memory.

The lack of damage within the church and the fact that it has the best collection of
Elizabethan altar plate in the county is due to one man. Ewelme's connection with Parliament
goes back to one of its renowned residents - Thomas Chaucer - who was the Speaker of the
House ofCommons from 1407 to 1415.

Whenthe Civil War started the local landowner, Francis Martyn, placed Ewelme on the side
ofCromwell. No doubt many ofthe local menfolk were involved in an important battle which
took place only five kilometres to the North of the village; the battle of Chalgrove Field
in 1643.

King Charles had proclaimed that all precious plate should be surrendered from which
coinage could be made. Also every bit of brass was collected in order to make munitions.
Because of its Parliamentary 'protection' St Mary's church remained immune from the edict.
Similarly, Francis Martyn personally intervened to prevent Cromwell's troops from damaging
the church.

Mr Cannon then showed us the Muniment Room with its exposed roofing timbers and
unreadable old scroll on the wall.
Leaving the church by a covered staircase we moved into a cloistered quadrangle, the centre
of which was occupied by a well. Around the square are the Almshouses, built in 1437 to
provide accommodation for 13 poor men of the Parish. Although it is recorded that a
Wallingford widow was given one of the houses after the Civil War in recognition of her
services to the Royalist troops'

Although modernised inside, the external structure remains basically the same as when it was
built except that, originally, the roofs were thatched. One of the duties of the residents was
lo

daily attendance at morning mass. The covered cloister and stairway invalidated any excuse
non-attendance due to bad weather.

of

In addition to the Almshouses, the residents were 'allotted' land on which to grow their own
vegetables. This was situated within an adjacent walled area and it is still used for the same
purpose. Mr Cannon pointed out that the small building in the far corner ofthis area was, at
one time, used as the local morgue.

With light failing, we moved on to the outside of the school. It was founded in 1437 as a
Grammar school, and 557 years later is still carrying on its educational role as the local
Primary school.

The school structure, the church and almshouses, are very early examples of brick
construction within the county. At the time when these buildings were erected the
manufacture of bricks or the use of brick for construction work was virtually unknown in
Oxfordshire. Therefore, as Flemish workmen are credited with the construction of similar
buildings in Suffolk, it is reasonable to assume that the Countess brought some of these
skilled men to Ewelme to carry out her programme.

To complete his tour Mr Cannon explained the background to the three coats-of-arms affixed
to the school wall and referred briefly to the old Manor House. The original structure, which
was situated in the middle of the present village, was greatly enlarged by Alice. Some years
later, when visiting Wallingford, both Henry VIII and Elisabeth I preferred to stay at the
Manor instead ofthe draughty castle in the town.
Unfortunately the old Manor House fell into ruin. Today a 'new' farmhouse stands on the site,
but only a few fragments ofthe old structure remain.
Thanking Mr Cannon for his most interesting and instructive tour the SOAG members
departed leaving the lights ofEwelnie, dancing like ghosts ofthe past.

TRAVEL

A Different Bus

Not the usual town bus for SOAG on 17 July i994, but the Ridgeway Bus, which took nine
SOAG members (in their T-shirts!) to visit the Letcombe area. We nearly gave the bus up, as
he was halfan hour late. The proper driver, we discovered, was offsick and the substitute did
not know the route, so John Westwood navigated for him (tó his reliefi) and he found the
T-shirts most helpful when picking us up at various stops.
After a pleasant drive we sat by the pond at Letcombe Bassett, had lunch, cooled our feet in
the pond and took photos. We also saw a kingfisher, coots, moorhens, a willow-warbler and
water mysatis in the pond
John Westwood and Colin Hogbin then scouted up the road to find the footpath, somewhat
concealed in vegetation and very narrow, but the path itself had been cleared. The hedges
were old and thick and we noted blackthorn hedge and maple and there was a bank, a very
old track-way. At Letcombe Regis, at the end ofthe track, we spent some time looking at the
church and found the site ofthe old water pump with a sink. An old inhabitant said the pump
was taken away during the last war. The village was full oflovely old cottages, one of 1628,
and some dreadful new ones!
We rested at the crossroads and caught the 15.15 bus home
crowded now1 We had all enjoyed our day immensely.

-

the same one, but more
Cynthia Graham-Kerr
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ROMAN TILES
Janet Sharpe
Notes from a lecture given by Leslie Cram, Principal Keeper of Collections at Reading
Museum, at Reading Town Hall on 28 June 1993.
Reading Museum has a considerable quantity of Roman tile, most of it from Silchester. The
artist Alan Sorra1ls famous reconstruction of Silchester, which was based on 19th century
excavations, shows almost every building with a tiled roof- but it now seems more likely that
most ofthe roofs were thatched. Much ofthe tile would have come from the Forum Basilica.
The large size and weight ofthe tiles and the slope ofthe roofwould have held them in place
on the rafters; they were not nailed into position.

Types ofRoman tile:
1)
Roof tiles consisted of flat tegulae which were laid on the roof beams with their
flanged lateral edges abutting and their top and bottom edges fitting into each other, and
curved imbrices (sing. imbrex), which were laid over the flanges to keep the rain out. Most
were made offired clay but some stone and slate tiles are also known from Silchester.

2)
Box flue tiles were built into walls to create a draught to draw hot air through the
underfloor hypocaust system. However, it je not known how the flue tiles opened at the top

ofthe walls.
3)

Floor tiles were usually square, but could also be rectangular or six-sided.

4)
Small, thick rectangular tiles were used as bricks. Only about 12 are known from
Silchester, but there is some evidence that they were used in making floors and/or walls.
Floor tiles were also sometimes used as 'bricks' or tile-bonding in walls.

Subfloor hypocaust tiles were square or round tiles, used to construct columns to
support the floor over the hot air chamber ofthe hypocaust system.
5)

Tile manufacturers
The nearest source of suitable clay would be utilised to avoid transport over long distances,
and tile making yards would be as close to the building sites as possible. The clay was dug out
and left to weather by sun and frost action for about 2 years. Sand was then added to make a
better consistency and the tiles were moulded from wet clay placed in wooden frames. They
were allowed to dry naturally, on the ground for one or two weeks. They would not have
dried properly in the winter and evidence from the footprints of young farm animals (which
are born in he spring) suggests that tile-making was largely a summer occupation.
The tiles were then laid out under cover in drying sheds where the circulation of air was not
impeded. Evidence from animal footprints suggests that they were laid out close together,
rather like carpet tilesotherwise the animals would probably have stepped between them. In
addition, the underside of tiles often show bits of gravel or straw impressions, indicating that
the tiles were laid to dry on the ground. There are no wood impressions to suggest that they
were laid out on shelves.
There is little evidence for Roman tile kilns and it is possible that they were aboveground
structures. They nay be indicated by the presence of wasters, but hey have not yet been
identified at Silchester
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Marks on tiles
are common and are semicircular, or more rarely
Round marks or finger
S-shaped impressions on the edges of tiles made by the fingertips in the wet clay. These
marks may be made by ones, two or three fingers in parallel and may have been used to
identify the tiles made by a particular tiler, or to mark batches of tiles.
1)

Some tiles bear inscriptions and new discoveries are published every year in
2)
archaeological journals. Some tiles were stamped while they were drying, especially those
made by the army and these commonly bear the stamp of the legion. An example from
Silchester bears the name 'Nero'.
Casual drawings are rare, but one of the Silchester tiles has an incised drawing of the
front part of a sheep, the wool indicated by cross-hatching, which may have been made by a
workman during his lunch hour.
3)

Animal prints are common on Roman tiles and provide strong evidence for their being
4)
laid out to dry on the ground. Dog and cat prints can be distinguished by the presence and
absence of claw marks, respectively. The imbrices were less frequently trodden on,
presumably because of their curved shape. Similarly, circular tiles were infrequently marked
as the animals would have been able to step between them.

Chicken prints are also known, as are those ofsheep and/or goats and lambs and/or kids. Calf
and horse prints are rarer, and there is one uncertain impression of a horseshoe. The range of
farmyard animals strongly suggests that tiles were often made by farmers as a side line and
were laid out to dry in his farmyard. A single tile from Silchester shows the footprints of two
different dogs, a chicken, and a sheep/goat on two different occasions (the tile was dryer and
harder on the second occasion). A leaf impression under one of the dog prints suggests this
tile may have been made in the late summer or autumn. In contrast, tiles with army stamps
have dog footprints only.
Human footprints also occur. Hobnail impressions are usually shallow, as people probably
avoided tiles when they were very wet. Bare footprints suggest that the tile markers may have
gone unshod, although a fabric impression suggests the presence of someone in stockinged
feet. The naked footprints of children have also been found, including one that was walking
on tiptoe withjust the ball ofthe foot and the toe showing.

1
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF MONASTERIES

Pat Preece
An extremely interesting weekend with some first class speakers took place on 4 - 6
November at Rewley House. Among the speakers were Martin Biddle, Mick Aston, Patrick
Greene, Terryl Kinder, Graham Keevil, Paul Bennett, James Bond, Dave Batchelor, Jason
Wood, Glyn Coppack and Elisabeth Hollinshead.

We started with a general survey of abbey excavation and research by Martin Biddle and
finished with a talk on presentation and education on Heritage monastic sites by Elisabeth
Hollinshead. Various other very lively lectures took place. Mick Aston spoke about various
monastic orders, sixty in all, and their buildings. Patrick Greene looked at surviving masonry
with fresh eyes, rather than excavating walls, and at cloisters in particular. One interesting
investigation was into the drainage ofcloisters. Terryl Kinder, a lively American, gave a very
unusual talk, chiefly about the Abbey at Pontigny in France and the Cistercians. She made
reference to the drainage of cloisters at Pontigny, and also mentioned the different approach
to preservation and conservation problems in France and England. The excavation of the
Saxon abbey and other sites was the subject ofPaul Bennett. He was intrigued by the finding
13

ofSaxon tiles, some ofwhjch could have been wall hung. The clues to the diet and the source
of' the food was the theme of James Bond, touching on fish ponds, dovecotes, goose and
capon houses and other methods of feeding the monks and their visitors. Other speakers
covered Battle Abbey and an investigation of surviving buildings, etc. Furness Abbey was
featured giving various quotations and descriptions down the centuries with slides of old
etchings and paintings. Manan Fallowfield and

I

left feeling well satisfied with our weekend.

MAN AND THE LANDSCAPE AT GATEHAMPTON

Pat Preece
During their excavations at Gatehampton SOAG members have found what appears to be a
Romano-British farm or villa. It was a very suitable site for habitation as there is a gravel
platform raised about five metres above the river plain. It would have been a prime location
for farming with well watered meadows, arable land and good grazing on the hill sides. The
river provided good communications for the transport ofgoods and also would have worked
a mill.

Gatehampton was a hamlet in Medieval times but at some time, possibly the 15th century, it
was deserted except for the manor house which continued as a farm. So what can we
discover about its past and the history ofits landscape?
There are two seventh century Saxon charters of Streatley and district on the south side, of
the river (1). These mention Bestlefordal (a ford near Basildon) which must have crossed the
river very near to Gatehampton. The OS map shows that there is a path down to the river
from Basildon which is directly opposite to another path leading from the river to
Gatehampton farm, possibly connected by the ancient ford.
A well established hamlet is recorded in the Domesday Book in 1087 (2). Two estates
were listed:

Brian holds I 1/2 hides in Gatehampton from William. Land for i 1/2 ploughs. In
lordship I plough. 4 villagers with 2 small holders have 1/2 a plough. Meadow 6 acres. The
value was 20s now 40s.
1)

Miles Crispin holds Gatehampton from the King 5 hides. Land for 4 ploughs. Now in
2)
Iordship 2 ploughs, 4 slaves, 4 villagers with 2 small holders have 2 ploughs. A mill at Ils.
Meadow 10 acres. Value before and now £4. Wigot held it.

The Domesday entry seems to indicate that there were at least 12 dwellings and possibly two
manor houses, although as Miles Crispin held a great deal of land in South Oxfordshire, he
may not have had a manor house at Gatehampton.
At a date before 1251 the prioress ofGoring Quit claimed a fulling mill here to Fulk Cowdray
with a tenting ground attached (3). Unfortunately there seems no trace of the site of the mill
nor is there any mention of tenting in the field names. Tenting is the stretching of the damp
cloth between poles. In a charter ofthe same date there appear to be at least 16 householders
in Gatehampton (4), implying some population growth. If there was a cloth trade, however
small this may have helped in the hamlet's expansion.
In 1279 in the Hundred Rolls (5) there was still a mill, as amongst the listed free tenants
was
William the miller, but whether this was used for fulling or corn is unknown. The population
seems to have shrunk as there were ten tenants - five freemen and five customary tenants all
holding half a virgate each. The Lord of the manor was Peter Cowdray probably Fulk's
son, holding a carucate of land. The next and last reference found to the 'vili' of Gatehampton
was in 1346 when two people were granted leases there (6). A charter of 1394 granted
the
manor ofGatehampton to eleven people, but, as one was a rector, another a priest, and others

are mentioned in Checkendon and South Stoke, it is unlikely that many ofthem were resident
there (7). After this date it is possible that any surviving tenants were included in Goring
returns. Gatehampton was probably abandoned, as were many villages and hamlets due to a
series of disastrous occurrences in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In England after
1349 there was a great reduction in population which continued into the fifteenth century (8).
It is thought that the smaller villages were more likely to have been deserted and K. J. Allison
et al state that in the fourteenth century 25% ofthose with I I-20 households were left empty.
The village ofMongewell situated 10 kilometres away and in a comparative position seems to
have suffered the same fate. In 1086 it had 23 households, by 1377 only 12 and the
population dropped to below ten heads of family by 1428 (9).
In walking the field where the Roman remains were found there were very few pieces of
Mediaeval pottery and no signs of earthworks such as house platforms. It is thought that the
hamlet may have stood to the east ofGatehampton farm (SU 611729) in a field called 'Town
Piece' on the Tithe Award of 1846 (10). This type of field name is often indicative of the
presence of a former settlement (I 1). This site is on a gravel terrace above the river and,
although sloping, would have been suitable for habitation.

Hartslock Woods are found to the south of Gatehampton. In 8 Thomas de Druval gave
various pieces of land to Goring priory and these included seven acres at Locstigle (Lock
Stile) (12). According to Thacker (13) there was a flash lock called Harts Lock standing
against an island under the woods. There are two islands next to the quarry site (SU 620785)
so probably this was the lock to which the charter referred. The flash lock was in a fish weir
and was a gap for the passage of boats, which would go up or down on a flush or flash of
water when paddles were lifted (14). The weir would have baskets or 'bucks' to catch the fish
or eels as they went over the weir. In Caversham, by the side of the Thames, there is a short
lane called Buckside which went down to one of these fish weirs and which can be seen in a
nineteenth century photograph of the village. Margaret Gelling believes that 'Locstigle' is one
of the earliest references to a lock on the Thames (15). The name Hart apparently derives
from a family called Hart who owned weirs on the Thames and the lock was called by that
name in 1580 (16). In a charter before 1251 the prioress ofGoring granted Fulk Cowdray the
right of way along the river to Whitchurch by way of a stile (scaleram) (17). Was this
the 'stigle' of i 181? The footpath still exists - it skirts the quarry which may be the one which
Thomas de Druval gave to the Priory circa 1251 (18), while keeping his right to take stone
for the weir (gortum), which is adjacent.
1 1

1

Behind Gatehampton is the old road, now a lane, that Manan Fallowfield described in her
article 'The King's Road' (19) and must have been important to the economy of the village.
The wood (Chalkwood), which lies to the north ofGatehampton, probably supplied the wood
for firewood, hurdles, fences, brooms, tool handles and timber for ploughs, besides all sorts of
domestic equipment.

The river must have had an influence on the life of the local people. The fish weir providing
fish and eels to supplement their diet and there were probably fishermen living in the village
who would have used nets and lines (19). Up until the end of the eighteenth century salmon
and trout were commonly found in the Thames and must have provided many meals. The
village may have had a small quay in early times fromwhich agricultural goods and timber
could have been exported and possibly some luxuries imported from the towns. The presence
of these small quays can be detected in the accounts of Thomas West, a barge owner who
operated between London and Oxford in thel6th century (20).

Gatehampton in its heyday was probably a bustling little place with many advantages. It is
strange that it virtually disappeared.
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HUNTING FOR MERRILLS

June Knowles
A French group, GERSAR (Groupe pour les Etudes et Sauvegarde d'Art Rupestre), are
studying nine mens morris or merrils throughout Europe and have asked me to undertake a
study of existing boards in this country. They sent me a list of some twenty sites last autumn,
and this summer on our various outings I was able to visit a number of them. Merrills is
variously spelt merels, merelles, merilles and comes from the French word meaning counters.
There are a number ofother names for the game, ofwhich mills and nine men's morris are the
best known. It is a board game, like a complicated version ofnoughts and crosses and is often
confused with this game.
While in Yorkshire, one information office suggested I call at the Ryesdale Folk Museum at
Hutton-le-Hole. This was a remarkable find, for the museum has at least a dozen boards and
even runs two competitions; the world championship in merrills and also one to manufacture
the most original merril board. More important, they knew about boards and the list which
they gave me trebled my total for Great Britain.
As well as making a record ofall the ancient boards in existence, the purpose ofthe survey is
to discover as much as we can about the game, how old it is, where it originated, and when it
came to this country. Some writers have claimed very great antiquity for the board on the
grounds of two found on very ancient buildings, but in both cases it has been possible to
demonstrate that the board was added very much later, probably when workmen were
repairing the building. The Yorkshire museum is convinced the game came over with the
Vikings, others with the Romans, but so far I have found no instance of a board which can be
dated earlier than the Normans.

Many of the known boards are graffiti ones carved on the stone work of churches or
cathedrals, usually on a windowsill or pillar out of sight of the pulpit, and particularly in
places where there was a small school attached to the cathedral. Other boards have been
carved on tombstones, the one in Little Woolstone is said to have been carved by Cromwell's
soldiers when they quartered their horses in the church. Some are carved on large but
portable slabs ofgranite, others scratched on lumps ofchalk and slate.
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Much of the research is negative. There is a great deal of confusion about the nine men's
morris board. Silchester Museum has a Roman tile with a graffiti board at least 12 by 12
squares, like an enlarged draughts board. Near this they have set out a modern noughts and
crosses board, and they call it nine men's morris. The confusion arises from the fact that the
nought and crosses game, played with men which could be removed, was often called lesser
merrils. Many ofthe graffiti boards in the cathedrals such as Canterbury and Westminster are
of this type. The graffiti tile in the Silchester Museum resembles more closely the Roman
board game, Ludus latrunculorum, a game not unlike chess played on a board i 2 by I 2 with
coloured glass pieces.

There are also a number ofwooden boards surviving on an astonishing wide range of articles.
A barrel top from the Marie Rose has a board carved on it, so has the top of a saddler's chest
in Yorkshire and a baker's shovel in Carlisle. The Pitt-Rivers museum has two boards carved
comparatively recently (in 1904) which are copies ofolder ones in use in pubs going back to
the 1840's, and the carver recorded that the game was often played cut in the turf as
Shakespeare describes i n Midsummernight's Dream.

r

Varlatlou of Meret boards, or Nine Men's Morris.

The nearest ones to us in Oxfordshire are in Ickford church on a window sill in the north aisle
and in Sparsholt church on the jamb of the priest's door. Modern cardboard and plastic ones
can be purchased from 'Ancient Times' in Oxford under the title Cloister games. All the books
say the game is obsolete. I must be too, for I can well remember as a child playing it on board
ship. There were always folding wooden boards kept in the bar, with chess on one side,
backgammon in the middle, and a merrill board on the other side. We used to call it the Siege
of Troy.

Ifyou are visiting a cathedral, please walk eagle-eyed along the north wall ofthe cloister and
examine the stone seating. When visiting old churches please look on windowsills, thresholds,
tombstones, doorjambs and pillars for carvings which may be part of the story of
board games.
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WHITE HORSE HILL

Gareth Thomas
Many SOAG members have visited White Horse Hill over the years. Informal recreation has
replaced the fairs and circuses ofthe 19th century. The site is managed by English Heritage
and the National Trust who commissioned archaeological work from the Oxford Unit, to aid
maintenance and public interpretation.

The White Horse is first mentioned in the 12th century and is often linked with King Alfred;
the stylised i 10m figure has always been compared with iron age coins and buckets. Ail the
other White Horses were cut or recut in the last 250 years.
The Unit's work between 1989 and 1994 developed new techniques described in a travelling
exhibition to increase public understanding of science. Before you read this an exact optical
OSL date may have appeared in the press. The Victorian, Martin Atkins, dug into the fort and
barrows on the hifi. The horse was covered during World War II to confuse the Germans; it
was not cleared until 11954 when Prof. Grimes dug into the beak. This proved that the horse
was built up in layers rather than dug into natural chalk. This is why the horse is only fully
seen from the air. Grimes was too busy with the London Mithraeum to tell anyone of his
discovery. A drawing was found in archives after his death, so you will still see the horse
described as cut from the chalk. Keyhole excavations in 1990-94 proved that the horses shape
has varied little over the millennia, it was never a naturalistic 'dobbin'.
A cutting in the manger below Dragon hill provided environmental data. Large areas were
surveyed by mass magnetometer, resistivity, magnetic susceptibility and the humble
metal detector.

The west entrance of the hillfort closest to the carpark appears to be too steep for carts. The
east entrance on flatter ground appears to have been blocked early in the Iron Age. About
BC 500 the fort was built with a timber box rampart. About BC 300 this was replaced with a
sarsen wall. The north-east and south-east entrances appear to have been cut before the
Romans came, Roman pottery was found in the, ditch and many Romans are buried in two
earlier mounds between the fort and the horse. The Unit hoped to find a Roman temple, but
were unsuccessful in 1994 when three trenches were opened for the Oxford University
Summer School.

Uffington was not densely settled like Maiden Castle or Danebury. The fort has been
ploughed leaving slight furrows, but some post holes still go 3m into the chalk.
Gary Lock, Sheila Raven and Helena Steiner compiled a 21 page booklet for the Summer
School. Unfortunately they did not print enough to sell on site. Earlier work was published in
South Midlands Archaeology and the Unit's newsletters and annual reports.
Two problems loom in the future. The fort is being worn out by visitors' feet, grazing animals
and dig traffic. Also the horse is overgrown and will soon disappear if not scoured. Other hill
figures have been coated in concrete or marked Out with bricks. I have been unable to confirm
future plans for Uffington.
Much ofthe hill is disturbed by quarrying and sunken trackways, these have not been studied
recently. What could be found on the hilltop that was not accessible nearer the main road?
There is much mythology and folklore in the area, from Tom Brown's School Days to
St George killing the dragon and the legend of Wayland the smith. Sir Walter Scott's
Demonology and witch-craft was published in 1831, buried in 1857 and found in 1993.
On a clear day it is possible to see the White Cross on the Chilterns above Princes
Risborough. Nearby sites at Ramshill and on Tower Hill are ploughed. Wayland's Smithy and
forts at Badbury and Hardwell are concealed by trees. Hillforts are supposed to be watching
each other, but without a ladder and some glasses this watching must have been symbolic
rather than defensive. Television covered the excavation and unit staff will give more
public lectures, so look out for them.
lI

PATTERN OF LIFE

Heather Coffey
Patterns ofmans life
This loom, where once, a wife
Spun, her children crowding round
The smoky long-house, on the bare ground
That family must be fed
And so she bakes her bread
And, idle at her feet,
Lie scattered grains of wheat.
She fumbles, breaks a crock
Stores jigsaw pieces in an old sock
Later, hurls it in the rubbish pit.
Now with awe we scrape and inspect it.

Its cared message to us sighs,
Neighbouring a frosted, extinct fly,
See, here's a shard of glass
Telling Romans this way passed.

Our muddy dig is full of dice
A military encampment, at least twice,
And quietly we open graves
Offamilies halted by many plagues.
We seek the textured warp and weft
Ofall our stories, neatly kept
In peat-bog lake, or hilltop fort,
Man's life-pattern there is caught.

HOW TO CATCH A SOAG WHILE ABROAD

June Knowles
France, not
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of
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"Excuse me, these are dolmens. They precede the Romans by two thousand years, the same
time which divides us from the Romans. This group is particularly interesting - they are more
like those found in the West ofßritain than those ofBrittany. There were three ofthem, but
now one has been destroyed. They are set in a straight line'.
She continued with an impromptu lecture Probably most of the captive audience shared the
guide's attitude to these piles of stones, but some one must have listened, and among them
were two ofthe Librarians from Watlington's public library.
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Silchester 1994

Gareth Thomas
There was much discussion on the form of SOAG's 2 st birthday. Coincidentally, the Calleva
Museum Trustees announced a Roman day. Following the appearance of a Roman guard of
honour at the Palm Sunday service, the 2nd Augusta Legion was invited to attend. There
were probably no legionaries in Palestine during the life ofChrist, but the original 2nd Legion
was probably at Silchester c. AD 43.
1

The 2 1 May was very wet (fortunately we had abandoned the barbecue plan), in spite of the
rain the ground was surprisingly dry. Fourteen SOAG members joined an estimated crowd
of700. The rain delayed the Roman's march across the site, which featured on Meridian TV
the next day. The 2nd Augusta Legion is Hampshire based - its origins linked to Butser. Like
other reconstruction groups, members live all over the country. They have displayed at
Danebury and Rockbourne; SOAG met them at Fishbourne and Old Basing in 1993. Their
display tent is more extensive than other reconstruction groups featuring a replica of
the Corbridge armour hoard found in 1964, carpenters' tools and elaborately painted
shields. The legion cook Roman recipes on remarkably small fires.
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this was fired across the
The legion had just built a Ballista of ash with modern rope,
amphitheatre following a drill display.
Mr Merrick, a local collector,
Teas were served in the Church, where Reading Museum and display.
filled two cases with finds. There was also a mobile photographic
County Council unveiled
At August bank holiday 1993, English Heritage and Hampshire
had been removed by
eight plaques with reconstruction drawings to guide tourists. Most
and south-east gates never had
May, but replaced by September, 1994. The north-east
by tourists, encouraged
plaques, although they are notable features and frequently used
by new paths and stiles.
Jill Greenaway, who worked at Reading Museum (1966-74), lead a tour. We visited the
north, west and south gates. SOAG members visited Silchester in 1975 and 1991, so most

members know that no buildings are visible inside the walls. Outside the eastern corner stands
the Amphitheatre excavated by Mike Fulford (1979-85). The arena was dug about 2m deep
to build up the seating banks. There were two timber and two stone phases covering centuries
with periods ofneglect. One asped recess stands over 2m high. Other parts were robbed when
a temporary castle was built during thé 12th century. Further out from the walls are earthen
defences claimed to date from AD 60 when Boudicca threatened pro-Roman Britons.
Some defences can be seen from roads and footpaths, but badger holes make detailed
exploration dangerous.

The Office of Works, Department of the Environment and English Heritage have been
clearing and consolidating the walls on and off since 1938. Like the Forth Bridge this is a
never ending task. Many different cement mixtures can be seen in the treated sections. The
south-west quarter has been left more wooded and traditional coppice and pollard
management is being attempted. Over 90% of the 2.5 km wall survives; 75% is accessible
to visitors.
Over halfthe ditch is still visible up to 2m deep where not flooded. At least three ofthe gates
were built first using many tiles and purple ironstone. The walls are mostly flint with levelling
courses offlat Bath stone and occasional sarsens. Only a few portions appear to show original
facing stones. Perhaps the Romans white-washed the walls annually or even painted a brick
work pattern. T would urge members to visit the site museum and follow the trails around the
site. In 1994, Silchester finds were shared between museums in Reading, Maidenhead,
Basingstoke and Andover. 1.995 should see major new Silchester displays at the new Museum
of Reading. It is a great pity that the late George Boon, author of Roman Silchester, did live
to see his displays replaced.

HAWE

Pat Preece
There were also
A map found in the Bodleian aroused my. curiosity about Hawe Farm.
The map was
references to 'Haw& and men de Haw& amongst the Goring Charters.
worked in
who
admeasured by Oliver Blagrave a member of a family of estate surveyors
and
the
names of
Berkshire and South Oxfordshire. They owned property in the area
day.
Blagrave St in Reading and Blagrave farm in Mapledurham have survived to the present
were several
The name 'Hawe first appears in the 13th century. It seems possible that there
is in the
houses, maybe a hamlet, at Hawe in the Medieval period. The earliest mention found
said
to be
Hundred Rolls of 1279, where there is only one free tenant who can safely be of land
resident. His name was Robert de Hawe who had a half virgate
which he gave 22 pence in rent and court service (2). There may
( approximately 15 acres) for
have existed
have been others living there, listed amongst the Goring tenants, and Hawe may
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there is mention
many years before, although no reference is found. In a charter of 1285 (3)
been the same
have
it
cannot
of Alice de Hawe who was paying 4 pence for a tenement, so
Rel and in a
called
were
property and also she has no land. Another family who lived at Hawe
two crofts,
granted
ofGoring,
charter of 1297 (4), Hugh Druval, who was lord ofthe manor
described
Agatha
his
wife
which had ofbeen tenanted by a Peter Duchat, to William Rel and
grove of
the
above
as de 'Haw&. These crofts cannot be identified, but one was apparently
End
vicinity.
in
the
Collins
Hardwick' and therefore must have been south ofHawe, possibly
In the 14th century various charters were witnessed by Ralph ate Hawe, Henry le Roel (Rel?)
and John ate Hawe. In 1334 Nicholas Ramvalt de Hawe was granting a messuage with a
garden and three crofts ofarable land to Ralph Holme at Hawe, next to the messuage of John
ate Hawe. These crofts are described as having living hedges, unfortunately no hedges survive
in the neighbourhood of Hawe farm. The charter (5) was dated as 'at Hawe', so there must
have been a building of sufficient importance there for the exchange of charters and the
presence of witnesses. These witnesses included John le Roel, Ralph ate Hawe, Henry le
Roel, John ate Hawe and many others (alus multis). The name Holme is perpetuated in Holme
Copse which lies north ofHawe farm as shown on the map. There is also a Holmes farm and
West Holme in Collins End. Apart from all the people mentioned, another guide to the
presence of a group of houses is found in 1350, when John Mohun, then Lord of Goring
manor, is described as owning a messuage, a carucate of land ie roughly 120 acres
and 20 acres ofwoodland in the 'villa' ofHawe (6), which used to be held by Ralph de Hawe
and now by John de Hawe. Villa in Medieval Latin usually means a village or settlement.
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For two centuries no trace ofHawe can be found in documents and then in 1557 there was a
boundary dispute between Lord Derby and William Hawe (7). Apparently Lord Derby's wood
was let to two brothers, John and Thomas Clerke, who had probably purchased the coppice
wood growing there. They had 'felled and cutt downe' wood in the woodland of William
Hawe called the Grove. It is difficult to know where the Grove was as there is no wood by
that name on any map. It is possible that the Grove of Hawe may have included Hawhill
wood and Holme Copse. The boundary was declared by the witnesses to be marked by an
'Oken Stubbe' and as there is a carefully drawn tree on the 1609 map marking the boundary
between 'Home Coppis' and 'Mr Caltones coppise'- is this the stub oak? It seems likely that
'Mr Caltones coppise has been cleared and is now arable land although it is difficult to equate
the modern map with the old. Mr Calton was a minor in 1572 and was Lord ofthe manor of
Goring (8). It was also stated that William Hawe and his ancestors had felled and 'caryyed the
wodde that did growe to the towne of Redinge'.
The terms grove and copse usually signify ari area of coppice and it may be that various
coppice products, probably mainly firewood, were being taken and sold in Reading by the
Hawes over a long period. Witnesses were called to testify as to the boundary, and these
varied in age between 60 and 80. It was usual to get the oldest people possible to testif' in
this sort of case. They were possibly men who had worked in these woods and knew the
terrain. There were four witnesses from Goring, eleven from Whitchurch, one from
Mapledurham Chazey, two from Mapledurham Gurney and three from Caversham
remembering that Caversham parish extended quite near this area in those days. It was quite
an assembly and one can imagine some arguments occurring. The presence of so many from
Whitchurch is probably due to the proximity of Whitchurch parish. The outcome of the
dispute is unknown. The Hawes seem to have had some land in Mapledurham as in i 560 John
Hawe senior was selling a tenement and land to his son in 'Maplederam Gunnery' for
20 marks (9).
The Goring court rolls of the 16th century have John Hawe listed as a free tenant, but no
other mention of Hawe (10). The Hawes' Christian names seem at this time, to be either
William or John. In 586 William Hawe 'of Hawe' was described as a husbandman having
lands, tenements, meadows and feeding woodlands in Goring (1 1). The latter term is referring
to what Oliver Rackham calls wood pasture (12). Where there was shortage of pasture for
animal feed the beasts would be turned into the woods, sometimes fed on foliage cut from the
trees. The Hawes seem to have grown out ofHawe farm, because in 1589 John Hawe, now
described as a yeoman of Easthampstead, was selling a messuage called Hawe Place to
Richard Lybbe of Hardwick.
I

The release also mentioned his son William and his wife Elen (sic). John signed his name, but
William made his mark. This was the end of the Hawe dynasty and from then on Haw farm
has been attached to the 1-Jardwick estate up to the present day. In 1593 Richard 'Libbe'
leased Hawe Place to his son Richard for loo years, so presumably the son lived at and
managed the farm.
In the Powis Lybbe papers a document is found showing the holdings of the Lybbes and it
shows Haw farm as having a rent of £34 and 54 acres of woodland attached to it having a
value offlO (14). It is possible that this was about the time ofthe 1609 map, which may have
been commissioned by the Lybbes. This-shows that Haw farm seems to have been quite
extensive in those days. Despite the size of some areas being marked on the side of the map,
unfortunately several are indecipherable. Those that can be interpreted, roughly add up to
64 acres of cleared land and 33 acres of woodland. Unfortunately it was impossible to
photocopy this map so a sketch map has beeñ drawn. (Fig. 2)

There are several interesting points about this map compared to the modern ordnance survey
map There is only one road marked, which is one, presumably, to Nuney Green. The lands of
Haw farm seem to extend to Collins End and it covers the area now occupied by the Allnutt
Charity. The group of houses between Bell Close and Breach is probably where Querns farm
and surrounding buildings are now. The only names that have survived are Home Coppis
23
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(now Holme Copse) andNewne Wood (now Nuney Copse). Unfortunately, the Tithe Award
map for Goring gives numbers for the fields around Haw farm but no names. The farm house
seems to be in the same position and one wonders whether the present owners are aware that
the foundations oftheir house may rest on those ofthe messuage ofRobert de Hawe in 1279.
The lane approaching the house seems to be in more or less the same place.
Other tenants of the farm found mentioned in the documents were Robert Martin who had
that 'farm called Hawe Farm and other lands' 7O7 (15) and William Crutchfield described as
a husbandman in 1746.
No doubt many other tenants have worked the farm and it seems likely that the population
has declined. The shaws separating the fields have gone and the landscape is less wooded.
Sheep graze on the fields surrounding the farm house and all the hedges have gone, though
the line ofone can still be seen - this is the one on the 1950 Ordnance Survey map from the
house to Guttridgeswood.Hawhill wood which presumably was Six Acre Coppis in 1609
still has its wood banks, as has Holme Copse, delineating its boundaries and they have the
appearance ofancient woodland.
One interesting point, that perhaps somebody will be able to enlighten me on - what is the
'free borde' which appears to surround roughly halfofthe farm? Does it mean that this did not
belong to anyone? It seems to edge what was probably Goring Heath and therefore was
common land until enclosure. The carefully drawn gates are fascinating and may have marked
the borders ofthe Hawe.
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PLOUGHWASH
An Iron Age site by Didcot church
An excavation on the west side of Didcot church revealed settlement between the Bronze
Age - some residual flintwork - and the Iron Age, with boundary ditches containing at least
three phases ofEarly Iron Age pottery. Continuity into the Late Iron Age was indicated by
Romano-British domestic debris nearby. Later there was occupation in the Early Saxon
period, then a gap until the building of the I 2th century church and the establishment of the
Manor at Didcot. Victorian foundations of a timber-framed rectory were found upon
excavation, but not dated like some other brick-based building nearby.

Early Iron Age remains are very uncommon in this area which adds considerable importance
to this site.
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Friends of Butser
We are always welcome visitors at Butser, with a personal welcome from its organiser, Peter
Reynolds. Here are a few oftheir 'wantst, so ifyou visit them, you need not go empty-handed:
tablecloths, mops, white single sheets and pillowcases, paintbrushes (all sizes), teaspoons,
small saucepans and tools are needed.
A rod to beat the metre?

A woodcut in Jacob Kobel's Geometric of i 532 shows how a land rod was determined by
lining up 16 men in Soft leather shoes. This was the equivalent of2O men with bare feet. This
made the odd length of five and a half yards or a rod, pole or perch. A fUrlong was 40 rods,
or the length offurrow ploughed by oxen before they were out of breath.

New Commissioner for Royal Commission ofHistorical Monuments

Dr Malcolm Airs (one of our Vice Presidents) is an architectural historian and was appointed
as a Commissioner in June 1993. His books include The building ofBritain and The making
of the English Country House i 500- 640. He lectures at Oxford and is a Fellow of Rewley
House, Oxford.
1

English Heritage set to privatise sites
English Heritage plans to make 480 of its i 600 staff redundant within three years and to
privatise many important sites. This has naturally drawn angry reactions from many quarters
and much criticism has been directed at the Chairman, Jocelyn Stevens. His controversial
scheme to privatise 200 of English Heritages 350 major ancient monuments and buildings,
which he seeks to pass over to local authorities or private buyers, wherever possible, has
horrified the archaeological community. These sites could include the Uffington White Horse,
nearby Wayland's Smithy (a Neolithic long barrow) and the Rollright Stones, all in
Oxfordshire, and Silbury Hill near Avebury. They are believed to have been categorised as
either of low archaeological quality and commercial importance, or both. Mr Stevens, whose
nicknames include 'Piranha Teeth' and 'Terminator 3', is well known for his aggressive
attitude - "I believe in going for the throat early on". His background with the press and the
arts has given him little experience in heritage matters. Nevertheless, he is intent on restoring
the dignity of Stonehenge, which at present is an admitted disgrace. The plan is to build a new
visitor centre and car park, to relocate the surrounding roads and to create a more natural
environment with no fences. Ifhe pulls this off, it will be a major point in his favour.
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